series of chapters arranged in a logical pattern. A discussion on the general physical and biological properties of ionizing radiations is followed by accounts of different forms of irradiation, including interesting information on nuclear radiations, of the methods of their measurement, and of the problems concerned in protection against them. These are followed by -detailed accounts of effects of irradiation on the ocular tissues in health and disease; of particular interest is the section on tumours which occupies -the greater part of the second volume. There is -also a discussion of the uses of radioisotopes, and a presentation of various experimental observations.
An extensive bibliography accompanies each chapter, so that these volumes represent works of -reference, but in addition they represent a wealth of personal experience.
KENNETH WYBAR
A Textbook of Aviation Physiology edited by J A Gillies -ppviii+1226 illustrated £10 Oxford &c.: Pergamon Press 1965 ,Of the 22 contributors to this volume, 17 have been or are on the staff of the RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine at Farnborough. The nine *sections (46 chapters) cover the physics of flying -and its enrivonment; reduced atmospheric pressure (the general and also the special effects *causing hypoxia); heat stress and survival; the body's response to noise, vibration and acceleration; the strain on the visual mechanism by the extreme, abnormal optic stimuli; aircrew selection, performance and stresses; and aircraft accidents. This last section treats of the human -factor in causing accidents and the results which *can follow, together with the techniques of investigation and prevention.
The volume stems from the total work of the -Institute since before the War. Most of the problems were unknown twenty years ago or only showed themselves in relatively simple degree. They have arisen in the human body by reason of -the extreme conditions of flying modem military aircraft below 60,000 ft. One consequence is that 28 of the 46 chapters are written by 6 (out of 22) of the younger contributors.
The higher speeds have shown the limits and breaking points of the body and have demanded newer techniques for the solution of the problems -presented not only in their investigation, preven--tion and cure but particularly for selection of aircraft personnel. Since military flying excludes -the sick, it means these problems have been exercises in physiological investigation. One is struck by two important demands, both requiring new and original thinking: (1) To pose the prob-lems accurately in scientific terms. (2) The frequent necessity to design new and often very expensive apparatus. There is also the corollary that almost any and every science has, at advanced levels, been called upon for help in one way or another; even the snail in the desert has needed analysis to help the airman.
The preface by Air Vice-Marshal W K Stewart excuses the book as educating doctors in the art and science of aviation physiology. It pays testimony to the editors and contributors but modestly fails to do justice to the deus ex machina.
A ST G HUGGETT Eye Surgery by H B Stallard MBE TD MA MD FRCS(Eng) Hon LLD 4th ed pp xiv+951 illustrated £6 6s Bristol: John Wright 1965 The fourth edition of Stallard's 'Eye Surgery' follows the aim of its predecessors in describing those surgical operations which the author believes to have an accepted place in current practice. Although the text is some 50 pages longer, the book retains its format. There has been much rearrangement of the subject matter. More than 250 new illustrations have been added and most of these are line drawings by the author himself. The main changes are to be found in the chapter on corneal transplants and cataracts. The detailed description of war wounds has been omitted. The new operations described are partial cyclectomy, canaliculo-dacryo-cystorhinostomy, trabeculotomy and Mustarde's operation for epicanthus. The book is highly practical and makes a wonderful reference book when an operation is being undertaken for the first time or when the memory requires refreshment. Where alternatives are described, there is usually a short summing up by the author giving his own ideas on which procedure he has found most reliable. The new edition is a credit to the publishers and author alike and its success will be assured because of its accuracy, readability and emphasis on what is important in surgical technique.
STEPHEN MILLER

Surgical Diagnosis by Philip
Thorek MD FACS FICS 2nd ed pp xiii +344 illustrated 90s Philadelphia: JBLippincott 1965 London: Pitman Medical Textbooks of surgical diagnosis continue to appear, presumably because they fill a need. Some serve as introductions to clinical techniques of examination, but most, like the volume under review, concentrate on bringing quickly to the reader a string of possible diagnoses together with their predominant features. As such they are
